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· SENIORS: FRIDAY, APRIL 6, IS THE
LAST DAY TO APPlY FOR SPRING
QUARTER GRADUATION.

Eastern Washington 'State College

\

lndia·n First Lady, Madame Gan·dhi,
Tells Of India's P·lan For Democracy

24 Students Top
Winter Honor List

'II

By Bob Stevens

Eastern's doors opened to a most prominant world figure
and lecturer last Wednesday evening. She was Indira Gandhi,
first lady of India and daug,h ter of India's Prime Minister Nehru.
Madame Gandhi opened her 90-minute lecture on "India's
Planning and Working For Decomracy" by giving a brief background of her country's struggle for· independence and the
eventual emergence of what is now modern India.

Twenty-four Eastern students earned all A's during
winter quarter, according to ·
Registrar C. W. Quinley, Jr.
Added to the 226 students who
achieved 3.25 or over, EWSC's
winter quarter honor roll to-taled 250 of the 233'3 students
enrolled.

"India is a country of contradiction. Almost any statement can be considered both
true and untrue at the same
time," she said. Most of Madame Gandhi's talk was centered on the modern India which
emerged in 1947 after gaining
Independence from Britain.

Fall quarter listed 283 honor students with 2462 enrolled.
Straight A students are Joe
A. Burrell, Joice Doolittle,
Edythe Durkin, Nancy Knox,
Vivian Kringle, Jack Littlemore, Joan Mccallum, Dale
Nelson, Alice Wampler, Susan
Williams.

"At the time of independence," India's first lady said,
"there was very little hope for
the people of India. They lost
their self-respect. They were
poor, hungry and illiterate. A
complete feeling of fatalism
hung over the country."
The only child of Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru,
Madame Gandhi has become,
in her own right, a powerful
· influence in Indian politics. In ,
(continued on page 7)

Alumni Announce
'62 Scholarships
'f,hree EWSC students have
been awarded full-tuition scholarships for the 1962-63 school
year. Eastern's Alumni association granted the awards to
Elizabeth Kracher and Charles
Armsbury of Spokane, and
Christine
Nussbaum,
Chewelah.
Wayne Halli, executive secretary of the association, announced the three grants in
addition to eight scholarships
which will go to graduating
high school seniors.

ROT:c Blood Drive Friday
Sponsors of the annual campus ,Biood drive hope to breik..the
existing record of 286 pints Fr,iday, April 6, at the ROTC-Sp~nsor
Corps Blood Drive.
·
The drive will begin at 9 a. m. in the Bali lounge and donations
can be made until the 3 p. m. closing time.
·
An Inland Empire record of 309 pints set by' Gonzaga University is also hoped to be broken.

Joan
Birdsell,
Marcene
Flikke, Peggy Lewis, Ray Shiflett, Judy Barton, Robert Gentry, John Materie, Fred Montoya, Carol Moore, Hellen Ogden, Virginia Schons, Cleo
Cooper, Henry Jones, and
Giampiero Pecelli.

Have Yearbook
Maned To You
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CAMPUS CHEST: Easterner Reporter Mike Lehan takes a sneak
preview of the forthcoming "legs and bodiesu contest which will
Yearbooks will be mailed to
EWSC students during the be one of the attractions qf the Campus Chest Spring Festival.
summer this '. year, but only to Joan Blummert is shown her~ posing for one of the photographs
.
· . -·~~--~".---- ...
those who · make- otit mailing · which .will l]e ,used, in~th~...conte,s~--- ·"'J't·
'
labels in the Kinnikinick office,

SUB 204, according to Peggy
Lewis, editor.
All students who have attended Eastern for three quarters this year h<lve paid for
the book and are entitled to
receive it.·

Fun, Festivities Reign .
As 'Chest Drive' Opens .

A week of fun and festivities is in store for Eastern students
'Yith the coming of the Campus Chest Spring festival, April
Competition b'e tween the dorms will again be held, the sponStudents who may have 9 through 12. Hig,hlights of the week-long event will include
sors emphasized. The winning group will receive the traveling missed a quarter can pay $2 contests, dances, movies, a professional show and numerous
plaque with the g1·oup's name inscribed.
at the business office and other attractions.
Beginning on Monday night,
bring the receipt to the KinnikResidents of the Cheney area have also been encourageq to inick
office, if they want their April · 9, the opening of the that a,fternoon in the Bali
donate blood. However, all persons under 21 must have a written book sent to them over the Campus Chest fund drive will lounge from 3 to 4:30 p. m.
consent from parents or guardians before a donation may be summer.
feature a short convocation in
A rummage sale will be
Showalter auditorium with a held all day Wednesday in the
made.
The Kinnikinick office will local talent show. Following American Legion ,hall, downA system of er.e dits ,h as recently been established by the Spo- be open all next week from 10 the talent show, the movie town Cheney. Topping off the
kane and Inland Empire Blood bank in which donors receive a. m. to 4 ,p. m. for those stu- "Anastasia" will be shown.
evening will be "Old Time
a 12 month credit This credit may be assigned by the depositor dents who did not make out
The annual fund drive is Movies" in Showalter, starting
labels at registration.
patterned to raise money for at 7 p. m.
at any time during the 12-month period following the deposit.
various Inland Empire chariThursday will see "Campus
If the deposit is assigned to a group account it has the same
ties. Last year's drive netted· • Carusos" stretching their voperiod of effectiveness, but the ~epositor transfers his assigntotal' of. over $350 which was · cal chords on the Gary hall
ing power to the group account chairman.
distributed to several chari- lawn for the All Campus sing
table organizations in the area. at 6 p. m. In case of poor weaAs ip the past, coffee and refreshments will be provided for
Climax of the drive will be ther conditions, the ,event will
all donors.
the Campus Chest show on be moved to the Bali lounge.
Sunday night, April l5. FeaFriday at 3:30 p. m. students
T,h e world of sounds will be ture attractions will include will have an opportunity to bid
brought to life in a program the comedy team "Wick and on student body officers, facThursday morning in Showalt- Brand," last year's Hawaiian ulty 'members in the Slave
er Auditorium.
Luau favorites, vocalist Jilla Auction. Slaves will be sold to
Dr. Eugene W. Greenfield, Webb, who appeared with the the highest bidders and will be
director of the division of in- Si Zentner band, and corned- required to work for the purdustrial research at Washing- ian jazz pianist Pete Barbut- chaser for six hours on Saturton State University, who, ter and his trio. Following the day. Saturday night is Double
through his hobby, has become Sunday night show will be a M 11 night with a movie in.
a well-known authority on reception in the Bali lounge Showalter, Ai'fred Hitchcock's
sound, will present a lecture- where students_and others at- "North by Northwest 11 followdemonstration, "The Sound of tending will have an oppor- ed by a mixer in Bali lounge.
Sound," discusing sound waves tunity to meet the entertain{
and hearing with demonstra- ers.
A special reduced-price tickMonday, April 9, opening et booklet is now on sale
tions of binatural and stereoday, will also see the start of whcih includes admission to all
phonic sound reproduction.
J
the "close-up contest.' Here events connected with the fesDr.
and
Mrs.
Greenfield's
)!
hobby-the recording and re- students will get an opportuni• tival. These books can be purproduction of sound-has been t\' to match photographed legs, chased in the information
shared with thousands of per- bodies and heads of several booth of the Student Union
l
sons in Spokane and nearby campus co-eds. The winner for the price of $2.50. Ticket
;~ communities.
will be iudged at the end of admissions
offered
total
During the fall and winter, the week and a prize of $10 $2.95, which gives the ticket
they record Spokane Sym- will be awarded.
holder a savings of 45 cents.
phony Orchestra concerts and
Burmuda Day is the event
Sunday night is the conclumany choral and chamber mu- scheduled for Tuesday, the sion of the event with the CamBLOOD DRIVE: John Grosshans get a little tender attention from sic programs in Spokane and second day of the drive. AJI pm: Chest show. This year's
Pullman. In the summer, they stud.ents are expected to pro- Campus Chest drive is predictAnita Hoff and Myrna Feil as he prepares to give his pint of "hit the trail" with portable duce white legs and boney ed to be one of the biggest and
equipment and go after the knees for the duration of the most successful ever underblood for the annual ROTC Blood drive.
sounds of nature and industry. day. A coke party will be held taken.

Unusual Program

Scheduled Thursday
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SOUNDING BOARD
Dear Mr Dressel:
I am not a student at EW~C
now but my boyfriend is, aq'.d
I always read The Easterner.
I read with interest yojr
article on "The Movie Makers."
in last week's edition. Y~u
may, perhaps, view my let r
or me as being presumptuo s.
To correct a possible impr ssion you may get, I am not I a
fussy, old-maidish shrew . • .
constantly on the lookout fbr
things to nag and criticize the
youth of our colleges. I am a
2-'1-year-old registered nur~e,
with just as much fervor a~d
willingness to work hard ~o
make ours a better world for
us and our children than any
other young person. And it , is
for my love of trqth that I
take issue with you in some
of the points in your article.
For instance, where did ybu
get the material for the "fact"
that "even committee chairman, Francis Walter, has admitted factual error." Was it
possibly a brochure entitJed
"In Search of Truth" put out
by the Bay Area Student Cdmmittee for the Abolition of the
HUAC? At any rate, please
note pages 7-8 of House Report
No. 1278, Part 2. And y~ur
erroneous charge that "The
movies were subpoenated I by
the committee from the lqcal
television stations, supposedly
for the committee's files, but
instead we're turned over to a
commercial studio and ed~ted
into
OPERATION
ABQLI1'ION" you can find refuted/ on
page 39-40 of that Part 2 Report.
I would dearly love to see
OPERATION
CORRECTION
to see what exactly it has corrected. Also, I'm wonde~ing
why the students were off~red
a film supposedly correcti~g a
previous film that was no~ offered for viewing . . . OJ," at
least was not mentioned asr being offered, tpo.
I sincerely hope you ,will
read the \booklets I have sent,
especially the ones on I the
film "Operation Abolition° to
answer some of the questii,ons
my letter may prompt. The
other two I have sent for your
·possible interest.
I am also sending a 1¢tter
protesting your erron~ous
article to Mr. Robert Stevens,
as well as a copy of this letter. It is hoped that a re traction and full explanation , will
be printed; it hardly s~ems
necessary to point out the
great damage that can
incurred to a fine school I like
EWSC by the school newspaper
getting a reputation for biased
and/or untruthful pres~ntations.
,
Sincerely,
Ione L. Grundberg
1
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Bob Stevens

Now that the nation's colleges are back in session, re.side~ts
of such spring vacation meccas as Newpo~t Beach, .califorma,
and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, can breath a sigh of relief and begin to collect the shattered remains of their usually peaceful
little towns. The student shock wave has passed for another
year.
Each spring, thousands o.f frustrated s!udents po~r out in~o
the welcoming sunshine to per£orm the ntes of spring at their
favorite fun spots. What started a few years ago as a small
gathering at Ft. Lauderdale has grown to gigantic proportions
and has spread to numerous other resort towns up and down
the eastern and western seaboards.
What do the local residents do? They put out a 24-hour alert
to prepare for seven or eight days of adolescent-indu_ced ~ell
The young folk pour in like a recreated ~ormandy mvas1on.
From all over the United States the collegians come prepared
for everything from surfside beer bouts to roof-top orgies. Morals are forsaken family ties are broken, ethics are forgotten and
all the other so~ial morals which have been implanted over the
years are sacrificed to the will of the eager masses. Sound
like fun?
Although most of the nation is still shud~ering from this
· year's assault, residents of the Northwest re_maine? far removed
from any such activity. An occasional res1?en! 1s aroused by
the national magazines which manage a d1Storted account of
each year's events, but beyond. that, all seems peaceful on the
Northwestern front. What's so different about our students?
Don't they enjoy the spring blow-outs that ar~ so cherished
by the remainder of the nation's student populatio_n?
The answer lies, probably, in the fact that -the North~est
provides a festive atmosphere t,h e year round. By the time
spring vacation rolls around, most of our students a~e so exhausted from the winter's romping that they would like nothing better to do than sleep. Such childish displays of behavior
seem hardly necessary.
The tremendous energy expended by students of other locales
in order to enjoy t•he holidays could be put to much better use
in our part of the country. With such enlightening pastimes
available as skiing, boating, and just plain old weekend partying who wants to share their beer with 40,000 other fools?
So, before any of you look upon the nation's camp}ls mis~its
with envious eyes remember what a wonderful thmg we ve
got going for us. '"It's The Water That Makes It Good" and
there's plenty of roorn to throw the ~an_s_._ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

.

FULT:ON ~EWIS Ill DEB~.TES llN
By Lloyd Humphreys

Should the United States withdraw from the United Nations
and hence£orth adhere to a strictly nationalistic policy?
• This was the topic of the debate entered into last Thursday
by Fulton Lewis III, (lecturer, and narrator of . "~pera~on
Abolition" and firm supporter of the HUAC) and Wilham Kidd,
associate professor of economics at EWSC.
With Lewis advocating the - - - .- -.- --b-- - withdrawal of U. S. from the e~pensive, it was et~er to arUN
d Kidd pposing it the lntrate than to enter mto WW
, an
a Ill, and that the UN has not
debat~ was atte nd ed by
impeded United States policy
~tanding-room:onlr crowd at in the least. He said that alShowa!ter ~~d~tormm.
1hough the UN was imperfect,
Lewis. criticize~ the UN f?r it was better than any orga·nnot takmg. a firm st and m ization that could replace it,
Hungary, Tibet, Iran and Suez, and compared the Hungary
ai:i~ compare~ the UN to the uprising to that of the Cuban,
C~ucago pollce depart1:11~nt, saying that U. S. intervention
~ 1th the late Al Capone sittmg in Hungary would have been
m as ~ member of the board . the same as Russian intervenLew1s also deplored the cost tion in Cuba.
of the Korean war and subse-.
quent "UN Police Actions"
Speaking on the Congo sitsupported by the United uation, Kidd said that the
States, and said that some kind United States had taken action
of peace was maintained, \but there before UN sanction, and
the price was justice and free- that the policy of Moise
dom." He said that the U. S. Tshombe is not in the interest
should withdraw from the UN of the U. S.
and use the money now being
After the debate with Prospent on the UN to supply fessor Kidd at EWSC, Lewis
arms to counter-revolutionary then went to Spokane where
armies (citing the attempt to he debated the same problem
overthrow the Castro regime last Friday night with the Rev.
as an example).
Richard E. Twohy of Gonzaga,
Professor Kidd maintained at Shadle Park High School
that although UN action was auditorium.
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Miss lone L. Grundberg
South 825 Monroe
Spokane, Washington
Dear Miss Grundberg:

J am a student at Eastern,
not the best, by any rrj.eans,
but nevertheless, a stud~nt. I
not only read, but also w..rite
for our little campus publication. I did not view your 1letter
as being presumptuous, and I
certainly have no 5/tereotype for the critics of t}1is paper or my articles. And, ~o corr ect any impression yoy. may
have, I do not r esemble the
bearded commie "Red rose"
found in the Smiling Ja~ comic strip, nor the dark ja ler in
Moscow who seemed b nt on
embarrassing Winnie
inkle.
Before my letter tur s into
complete folly, perhaps~ I had
better get down to the roverliial b;rass tacks. Your letter
endeared itself to the ~est of
the staff and to ' me as ;1:we so
seldom receive any cr.iiticism,
good or bad, ·concernilig the
Easterner. However, I dislike
debating with pen and paper
with those who brand me as
untruthful using the IJUAC's
printed mater as the AU1.A mer•
ican manifesto for branding
1

I

THE EASTERNEl!l
I

I

Communists and "erroneous
editorial writers."
You state in the beginning
of your letter that you are not
presumptuous, but throughout
the whole . fiery concourse of
your criticism, I find the selfdenied presumptions.

years ago. I don't know ,how to
express what I have in the bot•
tom of my ,h eart, because of
such a thoughtful gift from
you.
I not only sincerely thank
you for your thoughtful help,
hut also thank you for everything that you have done and
are doing while I am in America.

The first of these presumptions comes with your question
concerning Chairman
Francis Walter of the House
Un-American Activities Co,n•
mittee and his statement in regard to the film you try to def end. No, I did not get this
statement from the Bay Area
students' magazine, although I
have read it, but from the
pamphlet entitled OPERATION ABOLITION - SOME
FACTS AND COMMENTS. This
is what is found on page 6,
Letter 0:

Especially I would like to
express my specific gratitude
to my old friend, Mr. Hap
Jtrendsen, who helped me in
many ways and many times
since I came to this country. I
also wish tp express my appre- .
ciation to my colleagues, Larry
Leal and students of Hudson
Hall, who taught me more
about Americans through this
gift than I learned in tl:1.e previous five years.

"Employees of the House
Committee on Un-American
Activities, and its chairman,
Francis Walter, have admitted
that the film contains distortions and inaccuracies."

Without your encouragement and sympathetic aid during my stay in America I could
not have had such a memorable life here. I sincerely
thank you for everything.

You may presume this was
taken from the Daily Worker,
but alas, Miss Grundberg, it
was printed by the National
Council of Churches of Christ
of the U. S. A. - hardly a
group of Communists or their
dupes.

Respectfully yours,
Kingo Shiraishi

Another presumption was
t_hat the film, OPERATION
ABOLITION, was not offered
for viewing at our college. Not
only was OPERATION ABOLITION offered twice, once by the
Christian Fellowship, and once
by the ROTC. (How about that,
General Walker?), but both
showings were last spring. Also offered by the Christian
Fellowship was the movie,
';Communism on the Map." We
all know how factual that one
was.

The fc,llowing is a letter to
Dr. Patterson from Douglas G.
Ste·phens,
driver,
Western
Greyhound Lines.
Dear Sir:

I had .-the pleasure of being
the driver on one of the two
Greyhound busses your college
chartered on Ft!bruary 23', 24
and 25, for the use of your
Symphonic Choir.
'

Quite often, after a trip of
this sort, the chartering party
writes to Greyhound complimenting or giving praise to
the drivers for exceptional
service, if that be the case. On
the other hand, if the driver
does an exceptionally poor job,
Your last charge concerned he may also hear about. it.
the manner in which these However,· concerning this parfilms were obtained. You ticular trip, I believe it to be
seem to re.Iy on the HUAC re- your group-the choir memports as the definitive word bers themselves, who deserve
even though they are recogniz- the credit. I'm sure the other
ed as self-serving declarations, driver, W. R. McKee, agrees
and I know of no-one who can with me t hat this group from
objectively spout tidings of EWSC is one of the nicest
goodness about •himself and his groups we have had the pleasown deeds. However, I did ure to drive on tour. At all
obtain this knowledge from times while I was with the
the wasteland of pamphlets choir, they conducted themyou sent me:
selves in a . manner to be
proud
of. They are full of fun
"All Congressional commiton
the
bus as they should be,
tees normally ob_tain evidence
yet
I
saw
nothing which could
by either one 6f two methods:
the subpoena power or volun- be, in any way, termed detary cooperation of those in structive or degrading to ,thempossession of information, doc- selves or to the college. This
uments, etc., which they re-· attitude was the same off the
bus as well as on the ,bus. The
_q uire."
manner in which these stuThe report goes on to say:
dents• conduct themselves is
''When two representatives the rewarding result of very
of the committee's · staff made good training ·and, I believe,
the committee's desire for the great respect for their directfilm known to officials of or, Dr. Ralph Manzo . .
KRON and KPIX, these officIn addition, and more imials indicated complete willingness to turn them over to the portant than commenting on
committee. They were served the behavior of this group, I
with subpoenas so that they wish to say that I was amazed
when I heard them sing. I
would be covered legally."
think,
though, that I was .no
As you can see, they were
more
amazed
than the people
served subpoenas, and I might
heard
them
in Tacoma. It
who
ask this question: Why was it
is
not
necessary
for
me to tell
necessary to use both methyou
how
they
were
applauded.
ods when either one or the
You have a choir to be proud
other should suffice?
of and a director who made it
As you can see, this is not so.
a retraction, as I feel I have
substantiated
everything I
Needless to say I enjoyed
used in my editorial, and since this charter, and am in hopes
it was an editorial under my that I might be fortunate to be
by-line, I feel no damage was driving them again. My wife
suffered by EWSC.
and I will be present at their
Yours most sincerely,
next concert, as well.
Don Dressel
I hope this letter is accepted
The Easterner
as a tribute · from me to the
choir and to the college, as I
believe that credit should be
Dear American Friends,
given -.yhere credit is due. This
When I left Japan five years group deserves much more
ago, I was unable to express credit than I am able to give.
myself in English properly. ToYours very truly,
day when I try to express my
appreciation to you for what
Douglas G. Stephens,
you have done for me on
Driver, Western GreyMarch 3rd, I find myself rehound Lines
peating my experience of five
Spokane, Washington
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4- 1962
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.When you think young, you
t hink of spring and this season's look is no exception. The
pace-setters •have turned to
thoughts of you with the
youngest fashions ever. According to Robert L. Green,
fashion director of "Playboy"
Magazine, there is neither a
:Cull nor sloppy line to be
found in men's clothes this
spring and summer. The shape
is the "tan look." Suits, jackets and slacks are cut along
the lean, lithe' lines demanded
by young men who have influenced the entire market.
Every trick • of line and design to slim down and stretch
out the well-£ed figure of less
than towering height is being
used.
Sportswear.

I

•

/

Anti-Communist
Meeting April 11
"Town Meeting," a program
on anti-Communism, will be
hold in the Spokane Coliseum
April 11. Several prominent
experts on Communism will be
on hand to speak. Among the
featured speakers will be Hungarian freedom fighter, Steven
Szabo, who will tell of the
"Communist methods !n Hun-

gary."

Dr. Dorothy Wyvell. a pediatrician from Midland, Texas,
who gave up her medical, practice to help fight Communism
By San Dee
will also be a featured speaker.
Adding further international
prominence to the program is
Ski and sea are the hottest fashiQn trends in outerwear for Jose Norman, a former CUban
summertime. Winter sportswear items have been translated sugar plantation owner who
into summer clothes; ski stretch pants into lightweight slacks saw and felt the terror of both
and jacket, hoods on many different jackets, also draw string Batista and Castro. His son was
bottoms on slicker clothes.
tortured by Batista police and
his plantation was burned and
"Nautical motifs are on everything (but watch it-a little looted by Castro's forces.
motif, anchors and flags, etc., goes a long way . The best of
Two sessions of "Town Meetthe boating trend are the water-repellent poplins in flag deing"
will be offered in Sposigns," says Mr. Green.
kane. The first will be at 2 p.
Stretch fabrics (0riginated in Europe for skiwear) are now m. and the second at 7:30 p. m.
ready to "give a little" literally ta add stretch to outerwear, Prices for the show will be
$1.00 for adults and 50 cents
slacks, walk shorts, sport shirts and swimwear.
-- for students.
As the peasant soup of one country becomes a gourmet's
Master of ceremonies for
delight in another country, the stitched "workshirt" look is
the afternoon and evenboth
moving toward high fashion ·acceptance.
ing sessions w'ill be actor RobThe first thought for spo,r t shirts is double duty-on the ert Dix, son of the famed westbeach, at the club, in the garden or any place under the sun. ern star Richard Dix. Young
Typical is the sport shirt cut along the lines of the cardigan Pix recently starred in the
sweater or sports coat (rounded front. three buttons, ect.)
"Eleventh Commandment," a
, Summer sweaters are seasoned for summer comfort. The film based on the Communist
word now is "shirting-weight" sweaters , and there is a wi.dc take-over of China and the off•
choice of knit and texture. Playboy endorses the "uncluttered" shore islands.
and classic lines.
FASHION FIRST: The matching cardigan and shirt setsame yarn, same weight, same texture these sweatermates
can give you a "Fashion First" this summer. "
FASHION DETAIL. The pocket handkerchief (all white or
colored silk square) worn in the breast pocket of a business suit
can either be a touch of sophistication or a bit of cornball.
Avoid the precisely folded points. • The ,handkerchiefs either
should be in casual fold or in the "puff fold". The straight
even line is definitely sg_u are and out.
By Egbers
COLOR: The spring and summer scene is bright and -dynamic
'
with past raw "hot" shades having cooled down a bit. Color
Many new happenings in the
takes on a white;· lighter appearance-a frosted quality.. There art, comer this past fortnight.
is a blaze of cplor in swimwear with the shorter boxer type Eastern has again been ren. the most popular shape.
dered notice in the way of
Note: The most predominant color impact is being felt from Mr. Karl Morrison's and Mrs.
new style treatments of the classic red. white, and blue.
Fleckenstein's fine ink draw- ,
Look for the upcoming fashion trend of the use of white and ings and blockprints. which
whitened effects in the summer wardrobe. You'll see it in slacks, were reproduced in the March
issue of MOTIVE, magazine.
blazers and shoes- a clean fresh, cool look for summertime.
The
drawings wexe done origWARDROBE HINT: Balance your wardrobe with one dark
inally
for the GRAPHOS caland subdued jacket. The dusky blues are running strong . .
endar.
Speaking of GRAPHOS,
NOTE: A new model in sports jackets is the 1962 version
the
art
club is now 'open for
of the double-breasted coat with a rounded front and a buttonmembers. The club has
off back belt. If the pattern in the iacket is a bold plaid, make new
been planning a sprint to
it a strong color. For stripes. the colors should be more sub- Seattle for Century 21. Sounds
dued~
good, eh?
Just as the women's skirt lengths change spasmodically, so
Throughout the month of
can men's suits. Men's suits won't undergo any revolutionary
the 0 Blue Four'' were
March,
changes this season, but the suit pants and sleeves will be
shown at Cheney Cowles Meshorter.
morial
musettm. Tihese powerThe length variation will be up to the individual, but gener- ful paintings
and prints gave
ally the pants will not break on the shoes, and the shirt cuff ~ close representation
of the
will show a little more.
expressionist movement in
Pants will retain the plain front and more cuffless pants early 20th century Germ_any.
will be in order. Plain and woven greens will maintain popu- The · show was a must for the
larity, althoug,h the other basic colors, blue, black and grey, serious art student.
may get more emphasis.
Eastern's fine arts staff is
Corduroy is losing -its popularity, but checks will be seen
in the planning stage of a
now
more, par ticularly in the summer. garments.
photo-art
to be offered
"Playboy" announces that comfort is the important feature later this exhibit
spring. Also being
in the summer headwear . Str aws will increase in popularity. planned is a new series of
Many men who disdain dress hats may find the "ri~ht thing" "Gallery of Slides," by the
for them in a beach or fun h at.
\Vashington Artists Association
Keep in style this year, men. Follow "Playboy's" suggestions in conjunction with the EWSC
for a fashionable summer.
Fine Arts department. Keep
Your fashion editor,
a sharp weather eye peeled
for these events.
SanDee

Larry Zopfi Gets
Seattle Fair Job
An Eastern student has landed a job at the World's Fair in
Seattle as ·a grounds supervisor.
Larry Zopfi, .,. a sophomore
art major, began work April
2, starting with three weeks of
indoctrination. He was one of
30,000 applicants applying for
jobs at the fair.
Larry says he wouldn't adv~e other students to apply
for jobs before the end of the
spring quarter. "After the fair
is rolling more jobs may deWEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1962

velop," Larry said.
Larry will write an "Inside
the World's Fair" column for
the Easterner, giving tips and
advice to students and faculty
planning to visit the fair.
He invites EWSC students
and faculty to contact him at
the fair for any service he
may be able to give them.
DAN ANDREWS SPEAKS
TO TELESCOPE MAKERS

Dan Andrews, Eastern biology major, addressed t he Amateur Telescope Makers of Spokane, Inc., last week. Andrews'
speech was entitled "Moral and
Scientific Implications of Nuclear Testing."

Placeme·nl Noli<e
There will be no interviews
scheduled on campus by the
placement office April 4, 5, 6.
During this time the Placement office will be moved into
the Davenport Hotel for the
Inland Empire Education Association meetings.
The Placement office will
arrange interviews at the hotel
for students with superintendents who are looking for teachers.
Anyone wishing an interview
should register in Room 344
of the Davenport Hotel.
THE EASTERNER

KEW( Now 'Loud And flear' In Residences,
Announces Spring Bro·ad<asf Eare
By Sharon Williams

KEWC, the voice of Eastern Washington State College, can
now be heard at 665 on your dial.
These were the words most emphasized by station manager
Les Raschko, in a recent interview. Raschko went on to explai~
that the engineering depar tment has solved the problems that
plagued the station's reception.
Now all programs originat- - - - - - '
ing from the station will come pus with Sharon Moses
in loud and clear in Senior,
7 News
Monroe, Hudson and Gary
7:30 Popular Folksongs
halls. Students living on the
8 News
second and third floors of
8:07 Top 65 .on 665
Louise Alilderson hall will also
9 News
10 News
he able to receive programs.
10:27 Memory Tune Time
With work that will be complcted by the end of the quar11 News
ter, Sutton hall will also re11~07 Navy Swings
11 :25 Progressive Jazz
ccive programs. However, at
12 News
·
the present only the .third
floor is in the broadcasting
12:07 Sign Off
range.
Sunday
12=59 p. m. Sign On
The engineering department
1 News
will soon begin the stringing
1:07 Classical Music
of current lines to the infirm6 News
ary and the outer fringes of
6:07 Pat Boone Show
the campus.
6:30 Great Bands-Jazz
Pl'ans Listed
9 News
Raschko explained that with
9:07 Navy Swings
11 News
the beginning of spring quarter KEWC became an affiliate
11:07 Sign Off
of CBA, College Broadcasting
Affiliate. The purpose of this Eastern Graduate
radio group is the betterment
of college radio and the train- Dies At Edmonds
Mrs. Alice Bergevin Reihl,
ing of radio men.
Colleges belonging to this 22, a 1961 Eastern graduate,
group have the advantage of died suddenly at her home in
tape exchange which features Edmonds, Wash., recently.
speeches and special programs Mrs. Reihl was a teacher at
Westgate Elementary school
by well-known people.
All of this is just a begin- in Edmonds, and was buried
ning. Next fall, with the open- in Walla Walla,, her home
ing of college KEWC hopes to town.
Surviving are her husband,
become an affiliate of the College Radio network. With parents, two sisters and a broheadquarters in New Orleans, ther.
this network will offer live
programs over a private tele- HPE Department
phone line directly to the Sends Display
KEWC station in the Student
Union building.
Eastern Washington State
A special feature will also College has been named · to
be news on the hour and half- present the educatioRal ophour.
portunities in health, physical
Les Raschko e~plaiDs that education and recreation ofKEWC will also be requested fered in Washington State at
to tape five programs that will the convention of the National
be offered to other colleges Association of Health, Physiand universities as exchange cal Education and Recreation.
programs.
The convention will be ,held
At the present the follow- in Cincinnati, Ohio, April 6-10'.
ing is the programming for
Dr. Jack R. Leighton, head
spring quarter:
of the EWSC division of health,
Monday Through Friday
physical education, and recre7 a. m. News
ation. said t he college will
7:07 First Cup of Music, send a large panel-board disArmy Bandstand
playing lighted and colored
7:30 News
transparencies showing differ8 News
ent activities of t he EWSC pro8:07 Second Cup of Music
gram.
9:30 Sign Off
Additional pictures. pamphEYening ·
lets, and brochures will pre5:59 p. m. Sign On
sent the EWSC graduate and
6 News
undergraduate programs in the
health, physical education, and
6:07 Showtune Time
6:40 What's New On Cam- recreation field.

SPRING RAINCOATS NOW
AT THE CRESCENT
"Let it rain; let it rain;" that is what you will be sayingr

when you wear a smart new spring raincoat to ward off
that wet chilly spring rain. When it comes to performance
nothing does it better for you when you wear a raincoat.
You will fi nd a wide se.lection of styl'es, colors, and fabrics
to meet your particular wants. Our many coat depar,tments
throughout the store for both men and women are ready to
outfit you in the smart new styles for spring.

So he next time you are out in the rain be out in style with
a

new raincoat from THE CRESCENT.
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Tekes Give Campu·s
Eastern Couple
Escape Nea·r Death Flrsl Fraternity
By Gymme Williams
In S,pokane Blasl
'·Too Weak To Be Greek? "

Ex-Red Journali,sl Speaks Here
By Mike Lehan

Douglas Hyde, f ormer editor
of t he London Daily Wor ker,

and a writer on the London
Secretarien of Communism,
spoke last Thur sday to Eastern
st udents. His talk, " Students
T hroughout the World- Target of Communism," dealt with
·t he appeal that Communism
has for the youth of today.
The Communists are attempting to appeal to the youth
of today through their idealism, he said.

Hyde joined the Party in
1928 when he was 17 and was
a member for 20 years. Youth
is a period of idealism and
Communists attract the youth
of today throug-h this idealism,
he said. Very often a youth
who is thought of as a rebel
is under suspicion of being a
Communist. The Communists
then take these rebel youth
and transform them into dedicated communists, according
to Hyde.
Hyde said that for Communism to succeed in a new
country, the old form of government must be wiped out
completely
and destroyed.
Even the name of God must
be obliterated before Communism can function effectively.
Hyde spoke of the extreme
dedication of the Cornpmnists,
and illustrated the point, with
,his own experiences. He , told
of wanting to gain admittance
to an Asian prison, after a
Communist-led revolt had been
defeated, in order to be in constant contact with one of the
Red leaders. He said he was
arrested (deliberately) for a

27 BID FOR
POSITl·ONS,AS
FUTURE TEACHERS
Students who were admitted
to t he professional education
program on March 29 numbered 27.
Those admitted to the program for future teachers were
Joanne Becker, Robert Boyea,
Patr icia Jean Bungay, Thomas
Fleshman, Diana Fowlds, Jean
Hagie, Marie Mouston, Judith
Huetson, and Marian Judd.
Also admitted were Jeanne
Kanzler, Pamla Koch, Roxanna
Koester, Gary LaTurner, Michael Macaulay, Harry Mayo,
Arden Morrow, and Dawn
Nagy. Verna Mayo, • Arden
Olson, Erma Pollock, Maude
Posey, Larry Samuelson, Billy
Frank Sand, Mead Simpson,
.John Sprague, Eugene Van
Buren, Benjamin Weatherby,
<md Lee Wilbur.

Project 44 Is
Giv,en To Library
Three sets of tables and data
issued by the American Petroleum Institute Research Proj ~~t 44 have been given to Hargreave's library, according t o
Leon E. Whitinger, Direct or.
Tables of physical and t hermodynamic properties make up
one set. The two remaining
sets consist of infrared spect ral data and uitraviolet spectral information. These sets are
complete to June 30, 1961, and
additional data found by continuing studies will be added
periodically.
The work is compiled from
contributions from cooperating
laboratories by the American
Petroleum Institute and should
be of special interest to Science majors.

Photographers!
For the Kinnikinick

1

minor
political
violation,
thrown into a cellneartheleader, and was t hus able to communicate with the Communi~t. Shortly after, t he latter
was stricken with tuberculosis.
Two Eastern students will
The doctor tola. him t hat he certainly not admit to a borwould die if he stayed there . ing Spring vacation. Rich Ellis
under the poor conditions. and Janet Kroll barely esHyde said that the Communist caped severe injury when the
had an alternative: he could c:ar in which they were riding
declare (secretely) the termin- was caught in the explosion
ation of any activity or affilia- which ripped through two
tion with the Communist Party blocks of Spokane's north
and be granted a transfer to side on March 17.
another hospital with a probThe Eastern pair were travahility of complete recovery.
eling
down Monroe street in
The man, however, chose
deat~, explaining that if a per- Ri~h's small foreign car when
son believes in something, in the building opposite them
this case Communism, he can't erupted in flames and flying
betray it by not being active or debris. The car was blown
by making a secret repudia- completely across the street by
the blast.
·
tion.
When the London Daily
Rich said he wasn't too sure
W·o rker was banned during just what happened when the
World War II, Hyde's entire explosion hit. At first he
staff was forced to go into the thought he had been hit from
army. They went in as enlisted behind, but then the cloth top
men and almost all of them rjpped off and began to burn.
came out as officer•. "And Although over $800 in damage
that," said Hyde, "is typical of was done to the car, neither
the Communist's approach to
work. He takes his Communism of the two was injured.
with him into his work, and
Authorities are still seeking
he tries to use his work for his the cause of the blast which
Communism."
completely demolished several
The CommunisJs are trying buildings on Monroe street,
to mold the young minds of to- injured 31 people, and shatterday into their way of thinking, ed windows as far as 15 blocks
Hyde said. He explained that away.
they can do this more quickly
"My car is nearly fixed
with a younger person than an
now,"
Rich said, "but until
older person.
they
decide
who is negligent
This is happening all over
in
the
blast,
I
will have to pay
the world, not just in Asia and
for
it
myself.
"
Africa· but in the western
What started as an ordinary
w_o rld as well, Hyde said.
evening ended in near disaster
for the very lucky pair.

Apparently not. A Greek system has started forming on t he
campus. One fraternity is in
full swing right now and others are being planned for the
future. Sororities too.
Tau Kappa Epsilon from
Washington State has organized a colony. Kappa Chi Lambda is the colony na.me of the
new group. They a,:e 25 str9ng
at this 'time and are planning
to pledge 10 additional members by the end of the quarter. Anyone interested in becoming a charter member of
this
particular
fraternity
should contact one of the members and turn in an application listing ,qualifications and
interest.
May 1 is the date set by the
col0ny for moving into their
resident
fraternity
house
which is located about two
blocks from campus. The
group plans to build a permammt house in the next two or
three years. Until they move
into their living groups their
meetings will be held every
Monday night in the Capri
room of the SUB.
Mr. Kennard Jones of Spokane is the Alumni trustee of
the board of control in the
chapter. There is also an active
TKE Alumni organization in
the area to back the group.
Expenses per quarter will
be $200; $60 per month for
board and room and $20 per
quarter for dues and social
fees. A house mother and cook
is being hired and she will live
Golden Circle Taps
in, in accordance with the.
r
egulations set down by Dean
Nine EWSC Women
DR. KABAT, WAYNE HALL
Hagie.
Golden Circle, senior and SPEAK IN SEATTLE
Executive board members
junior women's campus honDr. George J . Kabat, dean and officers for the fraternity
orary tapped nine women on . of instruction, and Wayne Hall, are Fred Erickson, president;
l\larch 7 at the Associated Wo- alumni association executive Bob · McKay, vice president;
men's Students general meet- secreta:rry,
featured . Steve Marque, secretary; flarry
were
ing held in LA to complete the speakers at the EWSC Seattle Warbs, treasurer; Ed Harvill,
circle of 12.
Alumni meeting last week.
chaplain, Larry Snyder, sarGrowth,
development
and
geant-at-arms;
Buz Hatch, hisNew memb&rs include Sh.-r- future plans for Eastern, and
tori~n;
:and
Bill
Scamahorn,
on James, Judy Haydon, Janalumni
programs
were
the
trainer.
pledge
ice Sutherland, Mary Bunt- topics discussed.
Fred Erickson said, "Tau
rock, Dixie Carter, Sharon
Perkins. Marelu Manson, Lynda Paulson and Susan Rehfeld.

Senior members remaining
from last year are Priscilla
Bigge, Susan Keller, and Lilis
King.
Golden Circle is not exclusively a scholastic organization.
New members are chosen on
the basis · of leadership, cooperation, personality and appearance, as well as for scholastic achievements.
Tapped members will be
formally inducted int o the circle at t he initiation and dinner
to be held April 26 in Spokane.
AS PUBLICITY AGENT
JOB OPEN TO STUDENT

The job of publicity agent
for the Associated students is
now open. The position offers·
a salary of $50 per month.
To be eligible, a student
must be of sophomore standing
and have a 2.25 GPA. The job
consists of submitting news to
Spokane news media and also
to papers in Cheney and other
towns affected.
All
persons
interested
should contact Jerry Stanley,
executive vice president.

11 _•••••: •.!
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DIAM.QND

RINGS

Contact
Norval Trost

Kinnikinick Office
at 12:40 Daily
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Miss Barbara Roche, who for a year's study in Bangalore.
spent a year at the Union
During her college vacaTheological College in Banga- tions, Miss Roche visited Pakislore, India, will tell of her ex- tan, Thailand and Burma, and
periences there, Thursday eve- on her way home she ..saw the
ning, April 5, at 6 p. m. in the middle East and Europe.
Capri room.
In her lecture, Miss Roche
Miss Roche holds her degree will describe living conditions
from Stanford university and in India and how she thinks
Princeton Theological semi- the United States coqld help
nary. She was one of three improve India's economy.
Americans- the other two - All students are welcome to
were men- who were selected attend the meeting.

SM·IIH JEWELERS
408 1sf Street

An article on the Eastern
Washington State College mu•
sic department's string program is featured in the first
1962 issue of uAmerican String
Teacher," national magazine
on the American String Teach•
ers Association.
.
Written by Marvin Mutchnik,
E\VSC ass·stant professor of
music, the article describes
how Mutchnik periodically visits about 25 Eastern Washington junior and senior high
schools to assist in instructing
string instrument players.
-

PATRONll:E YOUR
• AD.V ERTISERS •
'

flowers
fresh and beautiful
as Spring

I

Cheney, Wash.
'

GOSH

MOM ...

NOT

AGAIN!

Lunch AtT.he

•

0

~P-sake

String Program
Topic Qf Article

CC F Presents India Lecture

lce,Cold A & W Root Beer
••!

Kappa Epsilon will not be big
enough to pledge all the fellows on this campus who
would be good fraternity members. We , need more houses
to build a strong system and
handle the need." He also said
that Tau Kappa Epsilon has
lined up three other houses
that could be used as fraternity or sorority dwellings.
Erickson has talked with some
other national houses at WSU
who are anxious to colonize
on our campus. Tau Kappa Epsilon extends its help and
support to anyone who is interested in starting another
house. Contact any men:iber .of
the executive board or see
Dean Hagie.
·

Delicious Hamburgers

No 1 Sally, never again with
a n e lectric dishwasher In
your home. For just a few
cents a day all the di1hH
are done in a iiffy •• • and
this is just one of the dozens
of ways WWP low-cost
electrici~ m9ke1 living ea••

ier, in tl,e

iay.

Sea burgers
THE WASHINGTON
· WARR POWER CO.
THE EASTERNER
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A. M. S, Polili<al

e Bulletin,Board Forum S,ched·uled
EDUCATION DEPT. THREE PLEDGE
SETS DEADLINE ·
· MU PHI EPSILON

Applications for fall quarter
student teaching must be filed
.at the student teaching office
by April 13, Dr. Obed Williamson announced last week. No
applications will be accepted
after that date.
September experience applications must also be filed in
April. The deadline for these
~pplications is April 18. '
April 3'0 is the last day to
file for interviews for' admission to the prof~ssional education program. Interviews will
be held May· 10.

Three women students were
pledged to Epsilon Iota Ohapter of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional music fraternity, in a
candlelight ceremony at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Rowles March 4.
Pledged were Karen LeBow,
Kathy Lymon and Karen Kusner. ,
Dr. and Mrs. Lotzenhiser
were installed as patron and
patroness of th.e honorary.
Inspecting officer was Mrs.
Donald Murray of Spokane,
and installing officer was ShaAS NEEDS COUNSELS
ron James, retiring president.
FOR CAMPUS JUDICIARY
Four students are needed to
Dinner was served by Miss
fill positions · on the newly esGwendoline
Harper, faculty
tablished Associated Student
at
her
home, assisted
advinsor,
Board of Counsels.
•
by
Mrs.
B.
L.
Gregory,
retiring
Board 'members will aid stuchapter
alumnae
advisor.
dents fn campus judicial matters. They will serve as counNew Officers Selected
sel for the defense, counsel for
New officers are Mary
the prosecution and as pr.oseLynne
Cramer, president; Karcutors.
en
Richardson,
vice-president;
The counsel posts are sim..Tudy
Barton,
secretary;
Priscililar to those held by l,awyers
la
Walden,
treasurer,
Mrs.
i!l a civil court of law. Members will offer advisory h~lp Alan Posey, historian; and
Mrs. Sam Hatch, chapter alumin student judicial matters.
To be eligible, a student uae advisor.
must be a member in good
Following the ceremonies a
standing of the Associated Stu- reception
was held honoring
dents. Applicants should con- the Lotzenhisers
and new
tact Jerry Stanley, Associated pledges.
Students executive vice president. Appointments must be
Hostesses were Mrs. Don S.
made before April 6.
Patterson and Mrs. Lloyd Rowles, patronesses of the chapter.
Mrs. Alan Posey and Miss Jean
Kerr, pianists, presented enCRESCENT SEEKS
tertainment for the evening.

"Political !sues of 1062" will
be the theme of this year's Associated Men Students sponsored Political forum.
Several speeches, panel discussions, and a large reception and luncheon will highlight the all day program
which will begin at 9:40 a. m.
April 25. ,
The program which will last
until the late afternoon will
be held in both the fieldhouse
and the Bali lounge ..
AMS president Dave Smith
explained, "This year the Associated Men Students are
again attempting to offer the
students an opportunity to
further their knowledge of
world problems. Up to this
time the student body, as a
whole, has displayed a general apathy on such importan issues."

GET YOUR G.OLF NEEDS
AT THE CRESCENT
The Crescent Golf Shop, greatly expanded . . . filled with
"big name" golf equipment . . . filled with pretty exciting
Season Opener specials. All these make you want to get
out on that green and have the right equipment for the
beginner and the old pro. You wjll find a wide Sf;!lection
f o'r both men and women. So stop in (and see for yourself'
and get into the swing of the golf season.

Sporting Goods . .•.- Fourth Floor

PATRONIZE
YOUR
.
• ADVERTISERS •

COLLEGE BOARD,

•

Sophomore an_d junipr women are eligible to apply for the
Crescent Department store's
College board, Mrs. Virginia
Dressler, acting dean of women, announced last ·week.
The Spokane store's College
boar4 , advises__, college girls
concerning fashions and takes
part in the Crescent's annual
college fashion show. Members do not have to be Spokane residents, Mrs. Dressler
said.
Interested women should
get application blanks at the
dean of students office.

ell CO. INC, 1911

.

□

an even colder ·,.-ar

□

a hot war
§n ind~strial
and trade contest

□

;

E) With a friend's pack
of c~garettes on the
table, would you .••

Summer Quarter
Schedule Announced
Three summer-quarter sessions will be offered at Eastern
this year.
Dr. George Kabat, EWSC
dean of instruction, said the
regular seven-week summer
quarter will be held from June
10 to August 3. A graduating
high school seniors' program
for entering freshmen will begin June 18 and continue
through August 17.
Students admitted and registered for the summer quarter will have priority on dormitory rooms and registration
for the fall quarter, Dl;. Kabat
said.
The two-week post,session,
consisting primarily of workshops, will be held August 6
throug·h August 17.

I

□

L& Mgives you

CBC Reps. Coming
To Meet Transfers
The president and Dean of
Students from Columbia Basin
Junior College will be on campus Thursday, April 5th, to interview former students.
The reason for the interviews will be to find ways of
improving the program at Columbia Basin.
All former CBC students
are asked to meet with the
representatives Thursday, April 5, at 7:30 p. m. in the Faculty lou~ge.
·
Refreshments
will
be
served.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 1962
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Yes

□ take one?
□ pull out one of your own?

D No

Case

in

point - the

indy

1Jlk.J.\Cl"A2n·~
non ,rel1ll1ble 1tl11t lablc ball pen

Extra lenzth. Extra-long ink supply. Lon&
l1n1-lastin&, You never refill. Loni (fine
or medium) point. Yc,u see what you
write. Retractable. E'asy !op-button action. Six colors. Color of the pen is
color the ink. Perfect balance. No writ•
Ing fatigue. Smooth-writin1. No smudging,
no skipping, no false starts, The Lindy
UTRACTAP£N. It measures up.

or

.1

to make a long story short...

MORE BODY

'0:)

in the -blend,

MORE FLAVOR

%lS"'"%8s··· ..···uMo JnoA
%£tr"·%zv· ..···.. s,puapf0

1

in the smoke,

%9s····%ZS"'··"·"·""'"" ON
%tt".."%Sv'·····.......... SaAt)

MORE TASTE
through the filter.
It's the rich-flavor
leaf that does it!

O:>:ntaw 511]AW I U] ~~,,

HERE'S HOW MEN
AND WOMEN AT
56 COLLEGES VOTED.

FILTBRS
llGGtn I MV(AS ,o&ACCO co
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Lindy'•" Co. Ina. Culver Cllt, r.1111. C.S.A.
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Sgt. Crosby's Draft
Notice N.o Mi:slake

EWSC Baseball Season
Opens With Saturday Game
SAVAGES MEET WILDCATS
Eastern opens the conference baseball season this Saturday
against Central: The game will be played at Fisher Field in
Cheney.
The Savages played the State
Penitentiary team to a 5-5 tie
Saturday before the game was
stopped after six innings by a
curfew. Eastern had batted in
u,e seventh inning and had
taken a 7-5 lead.
Coach Ed Chissus s~d he
was pleased with the team's
performance, particularly the
hitting. The Savages collected
11 hits.

Benson, Superiori
Gymnast, Rece·lves
Ma·ny Honors

Sergeant First Class Delbert
Crosby of the Eastern ROTC
Department
was
finally
caught last week by the Spokane Draft Board and told to
report to the Board immed•
iately or face induction.
Sergeant Crosby, , born in
Spokane in 1930, lived there
all but" two .years before enlisting in the U. · S. Army in
1948. He has been on active
duty ever since. He served two
tours of duty in Germany, .totaling about eight years, and
served 13 months of combat
duty in Korea.

Sergeant Crosby . holds the
. Combat Infantry Badge, the
Army Commendation. Medal,
,
the United Nations Service
Medal, the Korean Service
Medal with two battle stars,
the U. S. Army Occupation
Jack Benson, perhaps the Medal and the Good Conduct
greatest gymnast in the history Medal (4th award).
of EWSC, competed last weekCrosby said he telephoned
end in the NCAA Champion- the draft board in an effort
ships held in Albuquerque, N. to clarify the issue and was
the draft board does
M. Benson, a native of Mil- informed
not make mistakes and he
waukee, Wis., was the leading would face induction if he did
scorer for Eastern for the past not report to the board immediately. He explained that the
three seasons.
draft board •h ad probably overBenson competed in the looked him for the past 14
rope climb, · horizontal bars, years because he enlisted beand still rings in Albuquerque. fore reaching the age for draft
registration . .
He finished third in the rope
climb and 10th in the still
rings in the West Coast Inter- INTRAMURALS PROGRAM
collegiate Gymnastic meet EXTENSIVE FOR SPRING
held in Sacramento, Calif.,
Campus men interested in
three weeks ago.
turning out for Intramural
Jack is married, and plans sports are to contact Pat Whiteto move to Pullman next year hill this week at room 11,
to start work on a Masters at fieldhouse, or at main office.
Sports offered are handball,
Wasington State University. He
was awarded an assistantship tennis, table tennis, water basin P. E. at the Pullman uni- . ketball, track and field, softball and golf.
versity.
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LT. ACREE STATIONED
WITH ARMY IN GERMANY
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LT. HUNT, EWSC GRAD
~ERVES AT FORT LEE

Eastem's ROTC Rifle Team
No. 1 recently placed fifth in .
the William Randolph Hearst
ROTC Rifle Matches in the
6th U. S. Army area. Team 2
placed 26th out of 46 colleges.
Members of the EWSC team
include Fred Wong, Bill Scamahorn, Douglas Redfield, Dale
Moffat, Dennis Higgins, Alan
Elliso11, Norman Hicks, Richard Knowles, Howard Price,
and Spencer Harris.
T,he University of Alaska
finished first followed by Montana State and Oregon State.

Fort Lee, Va., (AHTNC)Army Reserve 2nd Lt. Robin
R. Hunt, 26, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert A. Hunt, 308 E.
Nineteenth St., Spokane, is a
member of an Army Reserve
unit which was called to active
duty last October and is stationed at Fort Lee, Va.
Hunt is a supply platoon
leader at Fort Lee. He received his BA degree in 1961 from
EWSC. Before being calted to
active duty, Lt. Hunt was employed by Spokane Safe and
Lock.

~

The Savages Jeft many men
on base as the State Penitentiary pitchers gave up seven
walks and . their teammates
made numer.ous errors. Eastern made three errors and
Savage pitchers walked three
men.
Doug Morgan, Lee Grichuhin. and Jerry Rush each
pitched two innings for Eastern.
Dennis Hattemer and Don
Kolb shared catching duties
for the Savages.
Ernie Smith, first base, Del
Duchene, second base, Ed Tay-lor, shortstop, and Dan Derbaw ka, third base, were infield
starters.
Kolb, Frank Nelson, and
Daryl Henjum started in the
outfield.
Chissus pointed out that
this lineup is not necessarily
permanent. He used 17 players against the State Penitentiary.
He said that he hadn't decided on a starting pitcher for
By Walt Hartman
the Central game but added
"Flunkouts Blues" is the song coach Red Reese of the Savage
that Morgan and Grichuhin
would probably pitch. He track team is singing, as 12 members of the 1962 team have
plans to have intra-squad departed via the academic route. Now coach Reese has more
games this week to give his than his hands full in trying to repair some of the damage. Eastpitchers a chance to show ern lost seven members of last year's track squad and still came
themselves.
within one-half point of winning the conference championship,
but you can't expect miracles. Isn't it about time something was
done about such a serious problem? A lot of athletic money is
ROTC GROUP GETS rapidly
going down the drain, and surely that many athletes cant'
SUPERIOR RATING
be as dumb as the records would indicate. Suggestions for
The Eastern Washington thought-How about organized study tables with available
State College ROTC Detach- tutors.
Eastern's baseball. team opened its 1962 season at the State
ment was rated superior durPenitentiary
at Walla Walla against the inmates nd were leding the inspection conducted
recently by the Sixth U. S. ing in the middle of the seventh inning 7-6 but a curfew regulaArmy Command M~intenance tion reverted the decision back to the nearest whole inning and
gave the Mavericks a 6-5 win. Eastern hasd scored two runs in
Inspection Team.
Sergeant First Class Alban the top of the seventh when the curfew was called.
Even though the Savages may have lost their frist game, they
Crean, the ROTC SUpply serappear
to be ,h eaded for their finest season in many years. The
geant, was commended by the
team for his fine work in pre- Savages have been able to get outside only .once with two days
of batting practice.
paration for the inspection.
The team is loaded with veterans paced by Ernie Smith, Frank
The Command Maintenance
Inspection is a method for Nelson, Dan Derbauka, Del Duchene, Don Kolb, Bob Clark,
Senior Commanders to insure Lanny Anderson, Doug Morgan, and Jerry Rush.
Next weekend the Savages journey to Ellensburg for a conthat equipment in the hands
of units is properly stored, test on Saturday against the Wildcats from Central.
u sed and cared for. The team
that conducted the inspection
represented the Commanding
General, Sixth U. S. Army,
Presidio of San Francisco, CalWE ~..._-.,
DO "fOU,EVE
ifornia.
IN'IITEYCAJ,O
CALL AT
Members of the team included Chief Warrant Officer
Milton C. Hess, Team Chief,
Jl/t AUTO
and Mr. W. A. Gilstrap, AssisL-' PARTS
tant Team Chief, both from
AwoseewHAT
FINE THIM6S WE
Fort Lewis, Washington.

illesheim, Germany (AHTNC)- Army 2nd Lt. Charles D.
Acree, 22, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd E. Acree, N. 5207 Adams,
Spokane, recently was assigned to the 4th Armored Division in Germany.
Lt. Acree entered the Army
last October and is a 1961 ~aduate of EWSC. He is a member
-0f Phi Mu Alpha and Kappa
Delta Pi fraternities.

Rlt'=LE TEAM

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

On
(A tJllwr of"I Waa a Teen-age Dwarf'•"Th. Man11
.
Lovu of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

CRAM COURSE NO. 1:
MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY
'

The school year draws rapidly to a clos,e, and it's been a fun
year, what with learning the twist, attending public executions,
and walking our cheetahs-but are we ready for final exams?
Some of us, I fe:;tr, are not. Therefore, in these few remaining
columns, I propose to forego levity and instead offer a series
of cram courses so tho.t we may all be prepared at exam time.
We will start with Modern European History. Strictly defined, Modern European Hist ory covers the history of'Europe
from January 1, 1962, to the present. However, in order to
provide employment f6r more teachers, the course has been
moved back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, as it is
jocularly called.
T he single niu ··t important fact to remember about. Modern
European Hi. tory i the emergence of Prussia. As we all know ,
Prus ia. was originally called Ru sia. The "P" was purchased
from Persia in 1874 for $24 and Manhattan Island. This later
became known as Guy Fawkes Day.
Per ·ia, without a "P" was, of course, called Ersia. This so
embarrassed the natives that they changed the name of the
country to Iran. This led to a rash of name changing. Mesopotamia became Iraq, Schleswig-Holstein became Saxe-Coburg,
Bosnia-Herzegovina became Cleveland. There was even talk iu
stable old England about changing the name of the country,
but it was forgotten when the little princes escaped from the
Tower and set fire to Pitt, the Elder.
Meanwhile Johannes Gutenberg was quietly inventing the
printing press, for which we may all be grateful, believe you
me! W11y grateful? I'll tell you why grateful. Because without
Gutenberg's invention, there would be no printing on cigarette
packs. You would not know when you bought cigarettes whether
. ·ou were getting good Marlboros or some horrid imitation. You
c uld never be.sure that you were buying a full-flavored moke
,vith a pure white filter, a cigarette that lets you settle back
and get comfortable-in short, a Marlboro. It is a prospect to
hill the bones and tum the blood to sorghum-so if you are
ever in Frank-furt am Main, drop in and say thanks to Mr.
Gutenberg. He is elderly-408 years old last birthday-but
still quite active in his laboratory. In fact, only last Tuesday he
invented the German short-haired pointer.
.
But I digress. Back to Modern European History. Let u
turn now to that ever popular favorite, France.
France, a we all know, i divided into several depo.rtments.
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'1'11,•re is the Police Department, the Fire Department, the
nrl Water Department, and the Bureau of Weights and
l •i,,-.. •• · Tlwre i:-1 nlFlo Mndume Pompadour, but that need
not concern us L •c11u, o it is n. dirty story :rnd is only taught to
grn.duate students.
Finally, let us take up Itllly - the new st European nation.
Italy did not become a unified Rtate until 1848 when Garibaldi,
Cavour, and Victor Emmanuel threw three coins in the Trevi
Fountain. This lovely gesture so enchanted all of Europe that
William of Orange murried Mary Stuart and caused a potato
famine in Ireland. T his, in turn, result d in Pitt, the Younger.
All of this may seem u. bit complicated, but be ~f good cheer.
Everything was happily resolved at the Congress of Vienna
where Metternich tmded Parma to Talleyrand for Mad Ludwig
of Bavnria. Then ev rybody w:1lt?cd till dawn and then, tired
but content, thc:y, tarted th '1 hirty ;t•nrs' War.@ 1002 M'111 Shulm""

*
Today you can buy Marlboros all over Eu.rope, but !JOU might
have to pay a premium. ln all fiO of tlieae United States,
however, you get that line Marlboro. flavor, that excellent
Marlbpro filter, in flip-top box or soft pack at regulation
popular prices.
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Madame Gandhi
(continued from page 1)
1959 she became president of
the Indian National Congress,
India's ruling political party.
Through her practical approach to economic and political problems, her work in social welfare and her courage
to take decisive actions, she
has become one of the leading
figures in India's struggl~ for
,democracy.
India Begs

Dressed in her native costume, the Oxford-educated
woman presented an elegant
picture to those present. "Freedom was the beginning of our
economic problems," she said.
She went on to add, "we are
now in a begging stage-we
have to beg from everyone."
Throughout her talk Madame Gandhi seemed to impress
her listeners with .her deep
sense of dedication and sincerity. '
The ex-president of India's
leading political group went
on to say, 11A dictatorship may
have put Indian on her feet
faster, but the democratic system will put her on her feet
with a greater democratic ma· turity." Many times during her
speech she expressed India's
deep admiration for the American people. "You understand
our problems/' she added.
Socialistic Democracy

Madame Gandhi stated that
the de·mocracy in her country
was a "socialistic democracy."
She went on to say, "not because we are going to follow
a system which belongs in any
other country, but because it
must have its roots in Indian
tradition. It must come from
the demands of the people and
must provide social justice."
The lady stated, however, that
private enterprise and industry are encouraged. "We are
trying to make private enterprise and socialism work hand
in hand."

if not the most controversial,
points of her lecture came
when she explained India's
stand on the earthshaking situation in Goa. She described
India's military action against
the Portuguese as a form of
"self defense."
About 5000 people who
made up the Goa Nationalists
committee in India were planning to march into Goa in a
demonstartion in 1959. Representatives of the group asked
Madame Gandhi, then president of the Congress party, to
h~ad the march. She refused,
knowing that such a veiitUJ"e
would be a f allure, since the
Portuguese had stopped an
earlier demonstration by killing or Wounding over 200 people. The ,Goalese group then
approached the Communist
party of India to lead them.
Realizing that the Goalese
sympathizers
were
going
ahead with the march, the Indian government decided that
military action was necessary
to save· the demonstrators. Regarding the Goa incident Madame Gandhi quoted the late
Mahatma Gandhi (no relation)
as saying, "violence is bad but
slavery is worse."
Kashmir Situation
Later in her lecture Madame
Gandhi outl'ined the situation
existing between India and
Pakistan over Kashmir, stressing the fact that the occupation of Kashmir by Indian
forces was necessary in terms
of preserving order in the
troubled state.

Gandhi attributed this criticism to the slanted views presented by ~he American press.
She had this to say, "He is not
a communist. He stands for the
brand of socialism which we
are trying to put through."
In a private interview following her lecture, Madame
Gandhi commented on several
subjects.
W,h en asked for her opinion of Mrs. Kennedy's recent
tour of India and Pakistan she
said she felt that the ~sits
had been profitable in terms
of American foreign affairs.
She was particularly impressed
with the First Lady's ability
to meet people on all levels.
When asked if India was in

Madame Gandhi made it
quite clear that there was no
internal threat from Communism in ,h er country. Although
the Communists are the second strongest party in India,
the Congress party constitutes
ovE:r 80 pe~ cent of the populat10n, leavJng the remaining
20 per cent to several smaller
groups, with the Communists
among them.
Madame Gandhi was asked
what she thought about a
stronger opposition party in
India, considering the 80 per
cent sweep made by the Congress party in recent months.
In regard to any benefits
which 's uch a party might offer, she had this to say: "I am
not against it. When there is a
need for it, it will come. There
are many basic things which
we must do at this time for
India. Besides, we have much
opposition within the one
party itself. Even in' Parliament, the party ·members will
debate among themselves."
After a brief reception
which followed her talk, Madame Gandhi J~j;urI\ed t0 Spokane to continue -on - htfr lee- ··•
ture tour.
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favor of England entering the
Common Market, she said "It
will' be harmful to Indian
trade, but we shouldn't stand
in her way becau~e ,of •it." . ·

With the consent of the British viceroy, not yet withdrawn
from India, Indian f-0rces were
ordered into Kashmir at the
last moment to quell mercenary violence which was threatening the country. It was later
discovered that Pakistan supported forces would have taken the small country within
20 minutes had the Indians
not intervened.
"We could have taken the
land previously taken by PakIn commenting on the se- istan, but we did not. We did
vere food shortage in India not feel that it was right, so
and upon foreign-aid, -she said; we_ left it . up to th~ _United
"We are extremel'y grateful to Naions."
"Kashmir is continually votthe United States for the help
ing
for the National Congress
it has given."
party.
However, if only the reThe striking Indian leader
ligious
point of view were prewent on to note that the Ind- ,
the plebiscite would
sented,
ian people have made tremennot
go
in
favor of India." The
dous strides in education, alpeople
of
Kashmir
are predomthough ·education for girls is
but
are apparinantly
Moslem,
far behind the opportunity for
in
favor
of
India's
form
ently
boys.
.
"Some parents don't like the of freedom. It should be pointgirls to go to co-educational ed out that over 15 million
schools in the villages." She Moslems stayed behind in Hinalso explained the importance du India after the Indian-Pakisthat women played in the fight . tan break.
Krishna Menon
for independence. "We still
Krishna
Menon, Indian polihave the big task of educating
tical
leader,
has been severely
the public to the necessity of
criticized
in
this country in
having improved status for
recent
months
for being everywomen." A grea~ legislative
SUPPORT USO THROUGH UNITED ·
effort is being made in that thing from radical to a dediCOMMUNITY CAMPAIGNS
country for the emancipation cated Communist. Madame
of women.
,,rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
In discussing lncija's sµp1rds recOrds recOrds records recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
posed stantl on neutralitr,, Mad1rds recOrds
recOr~s recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
dame Gandhi ·said that the In1rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
dian people do not care fer
that term. They would rather '
1rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
be considered as holding a po1rds riecOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds, recOrds recO
sition of Hnon~alignment" as
she put •it, or miqdle-of-the- . 1rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds• recOrds recO
road policy. "Each issue should
1rds recOrds recOrds recOr~s recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
be judged on its own merits
1rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
and by its own consequences,"
1rds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds recO
she said.
Madame Gandhi criticized
trds recOrds recOrds recOrds recOrds rec.Ords recOrds recO
the American press for what
she called "misrepresentation"
of India and her affairs. She
felt that we were receiving a
Free Record With Every 98c Worth
slanted view of what was actually happening in India.
The lady spent some time in
describing India's view on
Communism. "We have to
fight the Communists. They
are against ,verything we bel'ieve in." Th Communist party is given legal recognition
in India, but, •• ah~ described
the situation~ 11lt is only because they would be more damaging If forced underground.
In no way are we at all proCommunist. We believe in tolerance and understanding.
Our entire society is based on
it."
Goa Controv r1y
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convention will be noted personalities from radio.
Sam Sharkey, manager of
NBC news, will be one of the
outstanding speakers.
Raschko explained that by
sending two representatives
to such a convention much

Eastern Pair To
Affend National
Radio Convention
1

Two men representing radio
station KEWC will leave early
tomorrow morning to attend
the Inter-Collegjate Broadcasting convention at New Haven,
Conn.

Wednesday, April 4
11:40 a. m.- CCF
F'orum, Capri

Faculty

Noon Movie, Bali
2:40 p. m.-Play Tryouts,
Showalter auditorium

Les Raschko, station manager, and Monte Holmes, pro-

5:30 p. m.-IK meeting, Capri
7 p. m. -Club and organization
representatives,
Bali
lounge
"What's the matter with
you?" .the wife demanded.
"Monday, you liked beans,
Tuesday you liked beans, Wednesday you liked beans. Now,
Thursday, all of a sudden you
don't like beans."
Monte Holmes

more can be learned and
brought back to Eastern. He
emphasized that frequently
many topics are discussed at
the same time and a representative is not afforded an opportunity to go to all the discussions.
He added that all of the
major speeches will be taped
and will be shared with the
h:EWC staff and students at
Eastern.

Les Raschko

gram director, will make the
trip · as representatives from
t
Eastern.
Les Raschko explained that
every facet of college radio
will be discussed at the threeday meeting. Highlighting the

7:30 p. m.-Business club
meeting, Capri
Thursday, April 5
9 a. m.-1 p. m.-Navy representative, SUB lobby
10:40 a. m.-General seminar, Capri
11:40 a. m.- CCF Commuter
program, Capri
,
4:30 p. m.-Songleader tryouts, Bali lounge
6 p. m.-CCF, Capri
6:30 p. m.-AS meeting, Bali
lounge
7 p. m.- Model UN, Tahiti
7:30 p. m.-CBC visitation,
Faculty lounge
Friday, April 6
9 a. m.-3 p. m.-Evergreen
AUSA Blood Drive, Bali lounge
Noon Movie, Bali lounge
Tennis at Missoula, Mont.
9 p. m.-Savagettes Mixer.
Bali lounge
Saturday, April 7
Tennis at Bozeman, Mont.
Baseball, CWSC and Eastern,
here
Sunday, April 8
3':15 p. m.-Organ Concert,

Dr. Harvey Eichoff
5 p. m.-Newman Club, St.
Rose Hall
5 p .. m.-CCF, Capri
Monday, April 9
Campus Chest Week Begins
3:40 p. m.-Faculty Council,
Faculty lounge
4:30 p. m.-Songleader tryouts, Bali lounge
7 p. m.-Fraternity group,
Tahiti
7 p. m.-"Kickoff Con" and
Movie, Showalter auditorium
Tuesday, April 10
12:40 p. m.-Public affairs
internship, Capri
3 p. m.-Free Coke Party,
Bali lounge
Tennis, Gonzaga and Eastern, here
Baseball at Spokane
5:30 p. m.-Sponsor Corps,
Capri
6 p. m.-Savagettes,
San
Juan '
7:30 p. m.-SWEA, San
Juan-Vashon
7:30 p. m. -CCF board of
trustees, Capri

Free Record Hop

Maddux Cleaners

It's first FREE RECORD
HOP tonight in the Bali
lounge at 7 p. m
The two-hour hop will be
the first of four that are
planned for spring quarter.
All dances will be informal affairs. The radio sta. tion staff has emphasized
that no jeans are allowed.

No Waiting for our Clean Only Service-8 lbs. $1.50

.

'

If you prefer your clothes cleaned, spotted and expertly
pressed, then ask for our regul'ar finished service.
ALL KINDS TAILORING & ALTERATIONS

NEXT TO WESTERN AUTO STORE
Use Our Convenient Night-Drop

.

Cindy's
listening
to flowers
talk
Do flowers talk? Cindy knows they
do. In a quiet, friendly way they say
- Hello! We're here. The older she
gets, the more Cindy will discover
companionship, and wonder, in
things that grow.
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Gardeners understand this feeling
best. They've worked their fingers in
warm, musky soil. Watched a shoot
catch its first sight of day.
Standard has been gardening, too,
for over 30years. Today our ORTHO
Division makes 60 products to help
gardens grow better, more easily, all
over the world.
To give a lawn that luxurious look.
Help a tree wear its mantle more
proudly. Or coax a cascade of blooms
from a rosebush.
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Standard's gardener-scientists never
stop looking for better ways to
nourish and protect your garden.
In laboratory and test plots they're
searching, experimenting, proving.
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Out of this research have come many
gardening "firsts," which you can
share by reading the ORTHO Lawn
and Garden Book, available at
garden supply stores.
At Standard we're interested in everything that grows ... whether it's a
hillside's bright blanket of flowers, or
one proud plant in a window box.
planning ahead

to serve you better

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
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